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Davina Passeri of the USGS (SPCMSC) co-presents a talk titled, “Engineering challenges in a coastal environment,” with structural engineer David Fusco of Thornton Tomasetti for University of Central ...
Davina Passeri invited to co-present on engineering challenges in a coastal environment at University of Central Florida
By Idun Haugan] Norway is taking the helm to develop technology that will be used to send unmanned vessels to sea on assignments without a crew on board. The researchers face som ...
Developing Command and Control for Unmanned Vessels
The Ocean Visions network, whose mission is to transform science and engineering into scalable, equitable, and sustainable ocean solutions, held its third virtual “Coastal Solutions” workshop April 27 ...
Providing the best tools for coastal management, protection, and resiliency
They modeled storm events today, as well as those projected to occur in 2035, 2070, and 2100, each with different parameters ... in coastal development, mostly because the planning and engineering ...
This $8 billion development was designed to survive rising seas
The remodel of Hotel Laguna will be probed by the California Coastal Commission on May 12 after agency staffers reported major errors with city approvals.
Hotel Laguna remodel appeal heads to Coastal Commission
A group of researchers is proceeding with trials for a revolutionary rudder design know as a g. In the next round of testing, the researchers are preparing to retro-fit ...
Trials Proceeding on Revolutionary Gate Rudder Design
We’ve asked our ArchDaily readers about which video game has impressed them most in terms of architectural visualization, and why. Hundreds of various answers later, it became evident that there isn’t ...
Architecture News
The RESTORE Council approved a plan that includes the two restoration projects for coastal Mississippi, as well as five additional projects in the Gulf of Mexico.
Two coastal restoration projects totaling $68.5M get approval
Bangladesh has improved the resilience of its highly vulnerable coastal zone, having an integrated approach of cyclone shelters, strengthened polder systems, nature-based solutions, and early warning ...
Building Coastal Resilience to Protect Lives and Livelihoods in Bangladesh
A portable helipad is a makeshift structure comprising sub-units that can be easily transported, assembled and disassembled The Indian Army is asking the private industry to design and develop a ...
Army asks industry to design, develop portable helipads for its operational requirements
Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 04, 2021, 11:00 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorWelcome to the MPC first-quarter 2021 earnings call. My ...
Marathon Petroleum (MPC) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
RALEIGH, N.C. -- Twenty-five coastal communities will have money ... project selection and prioritization; project engineering and design; and implementation. The initial funds are to be used ...
Coastal Resilience Goal of New State Program
Decades after their ban in the United States in 1979 1, 2, high levels of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), a globally pervasive persistent organic pollutant (POP), and their associated health effects ...
Mussels drive polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) biomagnification in a coastal food web
Final construction and habitat planting are expected to be completed within the next month for the Hepburn Preserve Living Shoreline project in the Borough of Fenwick, an innovative and nature-based ...
GZA’s Third New England “Living Shoreline” Project Nears Completion in Connecticut
WELCOME BACK TO ROCK N’ ROLL. Introducing the 2021 Royal Enfield Continental GT 650… England, 1960s. Young men and women flock around cafes on their stripped down motorcycles, creating [...] ...
2021 Royal Enfield Continental GT 650 Guide
a coastal engineering expert who has advised the Singapore Government on adaptation strategies. "Different coastlines lead to different responses of the coast to sea-level rise and also different ...
S'pore's coastal guardians against the rising sea
Flora Klise, an MIT senior studying mechanical engineering, is pursuing her passion for increasing accessibility to water through desalination research and launching a career in water innovation.
Innovations in water accessibility
UK-based engineering and design company Arup has secured a contract from Iarnród Éireann (Irish Rail) to upgrade the Dublin Area Rapid Transit (DART) Coastal lines. Arup will upgrade Dublin Area Rapid ...
Arup to upgrade Dublin Area Rapid Transit Coastal railway network
There’s no doubt that the COVID-19 pandemic upended the way millions of Americans work. But how has the shift to remote work seen in some industries affected the Midwest? For three local tech ...
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